Emergency calls...... no
one wants to be in a
situation where you
need help in a hurry.
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What Is H.E.L.P. (4357) ?
H.E.L.P. (selcall 4357) is Austravel Safety Net’s simple, safe and sure pathway
to attaining help and assistance in remote areas of Australia using a HF radio
when no other means of emergency communication is available. A Personal
Locator Beacon (PLB) can summon help, but is not able to communicate your
actual requirements.
Austravels’ H.E.L.P. (4357) system is designed specifically for experienced
and inexperienced HF radio users alike; delivering a “no fuss” method of
attaining help in remote areas of Australia.
Underpinned by Austravels’ new Telcall+ technology platform (see separate
info leaflet) Telcall+ equipped and re-profiled HF radios unlock the true
potential of the Austravel HF radio network and its range of innovative HF
radio services - raising the level of emergency call responsiveness and
assurance in times of need.
All H.E.L.P. calls are free to all Austravel members and is covered within the
annual membership fee structure....however, Telcall+ subscription is a
suggested addition that enhances the H.E.L.P. (4357) system with GPS
coordinates.
Using suitable HF radios, a successful H.E.L.P. (4357) Selcall or “Send GPS
Position” call from your HF radio, triggers the new automated system into
action, by sending an “emergency response required” SMS to several
Austravel base operators simultaneously.
Emergency 4357 call from mobile
1226 Perth Base. Channel: 02. Last
known position just now
Lat:-32.949184 Lon:115.910919
Geoff Peck (QLD), please initiate
Emergency Response Procedure
Automated H.E.L.P. SMS Example

The reliance on one person only responding to your HF radio H.E.L.P. call is
gone....several specialist Austravel base operators are all informed at the same
time - providing swift responses and actions to emergency HF radio call
situations.
No other HF network system works more reliably than having an experienced
Austravel base operator speaks with you one-on-one via a HF radio telephone
connection.

Refer to separate Terms & Conditions

Travelling in remote
areas of Australia
doesn't come without
some risks. Planning
against those risks for
yourself is one thing,
how about those
unforeseen situations
you never thought
could happen that
doesn’t necessarily
involve you.?
The most affordable and
innovative HF radio
H.E.L.P. system is now
available through
Austravel Safety Net
Inc.
 Updated base

infrastructure
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operators
 Integrated GPS and

SMS services
designed to assist in
times of need.
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